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Best Party Games for After the Kids Go to Bed
Start grown-up game night with these favorites

Whether you’re getting your closest friends together or having a competitive date night with your
partner, these games are sure to challenge your mind, test your luck and entertain everyone during
the child-free late evening hours.

Party for two

ApartmentTherapy.com writer
Taryn Williford recommends Z-Man
Games’ “Carcassonne” as a stellar
choice for an intimate game night
with your partner. In this tile-laying
game, you and your partner
strategically place your own roads,
fields and cities on the game board
while attempting to prevent one
another from achieving growth by
stealing away followers. The game
is ultimately won by the player with
the best strategy and most
followers, but nobody loses if you
add this exciting board game to
your collection.

If you and your partner would rather
pool your strengths to conquer a
game instead of competing against one another, Williford suggests Z-Man Games’ “Pandemic.”
Together, you and your partner will work to curtail the outbreak of potentially world-ending diseases.
With multiple available expansions and stand-alone spin-offs — including the popular “Pandemic:
Reign of Cthulhu” — no two games will ever play alike, making it ideal for multiple evenings in.

Group game night

If you prefer to entertain those near and dear to you on game night — or to humiliate them with a
good-natured, yet soul-crushing, defeat — you can get together with a larger group and indulge in a
rousing game of Imholding Games’ “Draw WHAT?!” Teams of two or more will race to be the first to
the end of the game board by drawing or acting out words and phrases on corresponding cards. Be
warned, however, that the words and phrases in “Draw WHAT?!” are not for those who blush easily. 

If you fancy yourself a cat person, or if you are inordinately interested in “explosions and laser beams
and sometimes goats,” you’ll no doubt relish a game of “Exploding Kittens.” At one time the No. 1
most-backed game ever on Kickstarter, this card game deftly mixes strategic gameplay and quirky
concepts for what is sure to become a staple of many get-togethers to come.

For your friends who cannot part with their phones even for a millisecond, Uncommongoods’ “Game of
Phones” is genius. According to ApartmentTherapy.com writers Guerrin Gardner and Mat Sanders:
“The premise is simple: everyone grabs their smartphones. One player picks a card and gets to judge
that round. The rest of the players have 60 seconds to respond to the card’s prompt with the
funniest/weirdest thing they can come up with on their phones.”

Another app-based game recommended by Garnder and Sanders that is sure to please a diverse
crowd is “Heads Up!” You may have seen this game (available on Google Play and the App Store) on



“The Ellen DeGeneres Show.” Like the classic “Who Am I?” drinking game, “Heads Up!” requires a
player to hold a smartphone against their forehead or above their head while other players give them
clues about the word, name or phrase displayed on the screen.

When the kids are off to bed, you can unleash your inner child with your closest friends and family by
playing these and other games. Whether you prefer the challenge of competitive strategy or fun
word-association, options abound. Just make sure you keep the noise down somewhat while the little
ones are sleeping.
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6 Places to Go Fishing in New England
Find the perfect catch at one of these northeastern water spots

Fishing functions as a popular pastime for many people, offering a relaxing and rewarding getaway.
Beautiful lake views add to the serene nature of fishing, and finding the perfect catch makes the entire
experience worthwhile. Fortunately, New England has a vast array of fishing destinations, from lakes
and ponds to rivers and streams. Consider one of these great destinations for your next fishing
adventure.

Hopkinton State Park
(Massachusetts)

Covering 1,500 acres of beautiful
Massachusetts forest, Hopkinton
State Park includes a variety of
features to draw in anglers. There
are beaches throughout the park,
complete with regularly stocked
fishing areas. If you’d like to spend
your fishing adventure on the
water, there are boat rentals
available.

Moosehead Lake (Maine)

The largest lake in Maine is
Moosehead Lake, giving anglers
the opportunity to catch a wide
variety of fish, including salmon and
trout. The lake offers a quiet,
serene atmosphere surrounded by forests, hiking paths, gravel roads and flowing rivers. True to its
name, you’re likely to see moose wandering the local grounds, as Maine is home to more than 76,000
moose.

Newfound Lake (New Hampshire)

Known as the clearest lake in New Hampshire, Newfound Lake covers 4,106 acres and offers anglers
22 miles of shoreline. Fed by eight different springs, the lake offers beautiful views alongside excellent
fishing yields. If you’re on the lookout for some sightseeing during your fishing breaks, there are two
lighthouses in the area: Newfound Light House and Reed Lighthouse.

Tucker Pond (Rhode Island)

If you’re on the hunt for winter fishing destinations, consider Tucker Pond in South Kingstown, Rhode
Island. The lake covers 86 acres and offers ice fishing during the colder months. There are fishing
access points at the northern end of the lake and every spring Tucker Pond is restocked with trout;
this way, anglers have a higher catch rate when fishing on the grounds. During warmer months you
can use kayaks and canoes on the lake.

Black Rock State Park (Connecticut)

Watertown, Connecticut, is home to Black Rock State Park, encompassing 439 acres of the Western
Highlands. Inside the park you’ll find several fishing areas, including Black Rock Lake and Black Rock
Pond. In addition to pond and lake fishing there are also areas available for stream fishing, swimming,
hiking and camping.



Clyde River (Vermont)

If you’re looking for salmon, consider Clyde River near Newport City. The river flows from the Mill
Dam into West Charleston, offering a great selection of fish. On top of the popular salmon in the area,
Clyde River is home to rainbow trout, brook trout, panfish, small mouth bass and large mouth bass,
just to name a few.

New England’s beautiful scenery has several getaways for anglers. Whether you’re interested in
catch-and-release or you’re hoping to catch dinner for your family, check out any of these fantastic
fishing spots.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Jeep® Cherokee Technology
2018 Jeep® Cherokee delivers advanced infotainment and safety
technologies

If you know anything about Jeep® vehicles, you know they can handle driving both on and off the
road. You also know that they look just as good taking on the elements as they do the demands of city
commutes or suburban journeys. The 2018 Jeep® Cherokee combines its rugged capability and
toughness with comfort, safety and connectivity for the ultimate drive.

Modern connections

Your hands will never need to
leave the wheel while making a
phone call, requesting navigation
assistance or picking your road trip
soundtrack with the 2018 Jeep®
Cherokee’s standard Uconnect®
Voice Command. With three
infotainment systems to choose
from, every Cherokee trim is
equipped to seamlessly connect
you to your smartphone and
provide easy manipulation on a
crystal clear screen.

With the Uconnect® 3 system,
you’ll control your selections via a
5-inch touchscreen and have
perfect Bluetooth® connectivity
with hands-free phone, voice
command, voice text reply and streaming audio. The Uconnect ® 3C system takes the screen to 8.4
inches and delivers an available built-in 3G Wi-Fi hotspot and integration with your mobile music
device. The Uconnect® 3C NAV will help keep you on the right path with its GPS navigation with 3D
landmarks, digital terrain, city models and one-step voice destination entry. The Uconnect® 3C NAV
also gives you a five-year subscription to Sirius XM® Traffic and SiriusXM Travel Link.

The 2018 Cherokee also offers two USB ports, a 12-volt charger and several auxiliary ports.

Safety technology

Available remote vehicle start means you’re in control of your vehicle even when you’re not in it. With
a suite of available driver assist technologies, you can be sure that the 2018 Jeep® Cherokee has
your back.

The available Blind Spot Monitoring system warns you of objects hiding in your blind spot while the
available LaneSense® Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keep Assist® grabs your attention and
takes any necessary action if you unintentionally leave your lane. Available Forward Collision Warning
with Active Braking engages the brakes when necessary to avoid impact with a vehicle in front of you
after the system alerts you to the potential danger.

Even for the most seasoned driver, parking can be problematic. The 2018 Cherokee’s standard
ParkView® Rear Back Up Camera is a useful tool. For increased parking confidence, add the
available ParkSense® Front and Rear Park Assist System, which warns you if you are in dangerous
proximity of an object behind or in front of you, and the Parallel and Perpendicular Park Assist®,



which helps guide you into an open spot.

You’ll never spend another wasted moment wandering around the parking lot searching for your
Jeep® when you optimize it with the available Uconnect® Send ‘n Go™ and Vehicle Finder app.

The 2018 Jeep® Cherokee comes standard with an impressive suite of safety features including Hill
Start Assist, Electronic Stability Control, 10 airbags, Enhanced Accident Response System, Electronic
Roll Mitigation, all-speed traction control, a Tire Pressure Monitoring Display and Tire Pressure Sensor.

The 2018 Jeep® Cherokee delivers everything you expect of a Jeep®. Modern infotainment and
advanced safety technologies help ensure rugged and capable can also mean connected and safe.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Jeep® Compass Interior
Features
A functional, people-pleasing cabin for all of your adventures

Beauty and brains meet in this enchanting, effective subcompact SUV. It boasts winsome technology
with comfort, space and organization that will simplify your life.

Pleasing technology

An intuitive Uconnect® system with
an available 8.4-inch touchscreen
incorporates helpful tools such as
Voice Command, so you can keep
your eyes on the road. This suite
also includes optional navigation,
Siri® and Bluetooth® streaming
audio, to further enhance your
driving experience. 

Extra perks

Peace of mind and having a
pleasant road trip go hand-in-hand
with the additional interior options
of the 2018 Compass. Apple
CarPlay™ and Android Auto™
make it easy to stay connected to
your favorite apps while away from
home. SiriusXM Guardian™ means
that roadside assistance, security
alerts and navigational assistance are at your fingertips.

Add-on opulence

Jeep® upgrades the Compass’ interior even further by providing the option of a panoramic dual-pane
sunroof, so you can feel in tune with nature no matter what weather conditions you’re driving through.
Your favorite tunes which will sound more crisp and dynamic than ever, due to the nine-speaker
BeatsAudio ™ Premium II Audio System with a 12-channel amp and a booming subwoofer.

Luxurious seating 

The new Jeep® Compass continues to overlap the sensible features found on a more pragmatic
subcompact SUV with those found on a luxury subcompact SUV. Leather trim is available on the
Trailhawk® and Limited versions. Choose the Limited trim for optimum comfort; it includes a heated
steering wheel and heated front seats.

Versatile cargo space with rooftop storage capacity

The cargo floor is adjustable, so you can accommodate even more of your gear in the trunk. Folding
rear seats and a power liftgate join forces to lend even more storage possibilities. You can also store
your belongings on top via the roof rails which are available on any of the top three trims.

The 2018 Jeep® Compass delivers a well-equipped interior to make long road trips seem shorter. You
might feel so at home inside of the cabin that you’ll find it hard to exit your vehicle when the journey is
over.



over.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Chrysler 300
Old-world sophistication with modern capabilities and technology

The 2018 Chrysler 300 delivers a protective, comfortable ride while also providing you with the
responsive and technological goodies that you crave.

Rewarding performance

Each of the lower four trims come
outfitted with a 3.6-liter Pentastar®
V6 24-Valve VVT engine, paired
with an eight-speed automatic
transmission. It outputs a notable
surge of potency at 292
horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque.

For a more thrilling drive, however,
choose the 300C top-level trim.
This upgrade has a 5.7-Liter
HEMI® V8 MDS VVT engine that
surges with 363 horsepower and
394 lb-ft of torque.

Comfortable interior

Front seats are available in heated
and ventilated leather upholstery,
so you can stay at just the right
temperature inside your vehicle, no
matter how hot or cold it is outside. You can also keep your morning coffee as warm or as chilled as
you like, when you pick the heated/cooled front console cup holder option. Backseat passengers can
also keep warm when you choose the second-row heated seats option.

Modern technology

Bluetooth® and HD Radio™ will help you stay connected to your favorite apps while away from home.
The easy-to-read Uconnect® 4C with 8.4-inch display screen has a complementary Integrated Voice
Command function, so you can make calls while keeping your hands on the wheel and your eyes on
the road.  Add on the 1-Year SiriusXM® Guardian Service to take advantage of convenient features
such as Remote Vehicle Start, Roadside Assistance Call and Vehicle Finder.

Passive and active safety

The 2018 Chrysler 300 excels when it comes to protecting you and your passengers. This model has
more than 80 standard and available amenities that will help keep you safe in the event of a collision.
For starters, the high-strength steel body frame incorporates front and rear crumple zones that can
absorb the impact of an accident.

Electronic Stability Control and Electronic Roll Mitigation technology join forces to enhance the
vehicle’s balance on the road. All Speed Traction Control and ParkView® Rear Back Up Camera offer
further assistance to the driver, whether navigating over steep terrain or backing out of the garage.

For a midsize sedan that embodies purpose and poise, look no further than the 2018 Chrysler 300.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Chrysler Pacifica
Meet the 2018 Chrysler Pacifica: the ultimate family workhorse

The Chrysler Pacifica is a new addition to the minivan market, and it brings with it an impressive array
of features designed to appeal to a myriad of drivers. For 2018, the Pacifica continues its
family-friendly reputation with the latest safety features, versatile seating and convenience features
that busy families will appreciate.

Family features

Most likely, the first thing that
comes to mind with a minivan is
“family,” and the 2018 Chrysler
Pacifica takes this to heart. With
features like the available Stow ‘n
Vac™ built-in vacuum cleaner that
can reach the entire cabin, the
Pacifica is ready for whatever your
family throws at it. The 2018
Pacifica also offers a wide array of
advanced safety features to protect
your passengers, including an
available 360-degree Surround
View Camera and a full suite of
active safety technology, like
Full-Speed Forward Collision
Warning Plus (which includes
automatic braking) and a Blind Spot
Monitoring system.

Versatility

More than anything, a minivan is designed to be the workhorse of the household and should be just as
suited to taking the kids to school as it is to surviving long family road trips or hauling lumber for that
new treehouse in the backyard.

To fulfill these functions, the 2018 Pacifica offers three rows of seating with room for up to eight
passengers and a class-exclusive Easy Tilt feature to let passengers reach the back row with ease.
When cargo space is needed more than passenger space, the 2018 Pacifica’s Stow ‘n Go® Seating
and Storage System lets you fold the seats flat into the floor. On family road trips, these storage
solutions can be mixed with different seating arrangements for a uniquely usable, changeable space.

The 2018 Chrysler Pacifica takes its assigned role as the reliable, dynamic workhorse for the entire
family and runs with it, offering a vehicle that is as versatile as it is safe and enjoyable.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Dodge Charger Performance
Redefining what muscle is all about

The 2018 Dodge Charger is a sedan that puts performance first and, thanks to a wide range of trims,
makes varying levels of that performance accessible to almost all prospective shoppers regardless of
budget and driving ability.

Engine selection

Few cars are offered with as many
engines as the 2018 Dodge
Charger. The base model gets a
3.6-liter Pentastar® V6 rated at 292
horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque.
On the GT and GT Plus, as well as
the SXT Plus with the Super Track
Pack, that V6 is tuned up to 300
horsepower and 264 lb-ft. The R/T
and Daytona trims get a 5.7-liter
HEMI® V8 rated at 370
horsepower and 395 lb-ft while the
R/T Scat Pack, Daytona 392 and
SRT 392 use a 6.4-liter HEMI® V8
rated at 485 horsepower and 475
lb-ft. Finally, the top-of-the-line SRT
Hellcat gets the mighty 6.2-liter
supercharged HEMI® V8 rated at
707 horsepower and 650 lb-ft of
torque. Outside of Dodge’s own
Challenger SRT Demon, that’s more horsepower than any other road-legal sports car.

Powertrain

The engines are only half the story; how that engine fits into the powertrain and applies all of that force
to the asphalt is the other half. The 2018 Dodge Charger is offered with an advanced TorqueFlite®
eight-speed automatic transmission, which comes with an available Sport Mode and steering
wheel-mounted metal paddle shifters for added control.

The carefully calibrated Launch Control, All-Speed Traction Control and state-of-the-art all-wheel drive
(AWD) systems work together to provide the most performance possible at launch and well after.
Thanks to this, the Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat accelerates from zero to 60 mph in just over three
seconds and will beat many exotics to the quarter mile.

Handling

Contrary to popular belief, the 2018 Dodge Charger is more than just a straight line machine. In fact,
as you go up the trims, the suspension — and thus, the handling — only get better. The base model
has a standard five-link rear suspension, which can be upgraded to a sport-tuned independent
suspension with stabilizer bar. For superior cornering control, opt for Bilstein® high-performance
shock absorbers, or go all-out with Bilstein® three-mode adaptive damping suspension that can be
modified on the fly via driving modes in the cockpit.

The 2018 Dodge Charger’s HEMI® engines, top powertrain and suspension components have earned
it a strong reputation among enthusiasts and at the drag strip.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Dodge Durango
Learn more about the power and comfort of the Dodge Durango

In the midsize SUV segment, you don’t have to choose between high-level performance, spacious
comfort and top-notch security; the 2018 Dodge Durango comes through for all three.

The 2018 Dodge Durango is available at six trim levels: SXT, SXT Plus, GT, Citadel, R/T and SRT.

Powerful towing performance

One of the Durango’s strongest
features is its powerful towing
performance. The standard 3.6-liter
Pentastar® V6 engine can pull up
to 6,200 pounds when properly
equipped. Upgrade to the 6.4-liter
HEMI® V8 and towing capacity
soars to 8,700 pounds. For hauling
those heavy loads, rear-wheel drive
models of the Durango shift weight
to the drive axle to boost traction.
Meanwhile, standard Trailer Sway
Control improves towing stability.
The Durango’s towing performance
doesn’t come at the expense of
efficiency, with the standard engine
giving you up to 26 mpg on the
highway.*

Versatile interior configurations

The Durango’s spacious, comfortable interior is versatile enough to either transport a family, with
passenger space accommodating up to seven people, or to haul a load of cargo. The Durango’s
interior includes an available 60/40 Fold & Tumble second-row reclining bench seat and a 50/50
split-folding third-row seat, so you can optimize the space for your needs. If you’re not hauling
passengers, the optional folding seats provide up to 84.5 cubic feet of cargo space. Both you and your
companions can ride in comfort with plush cloth seats or available Nappa leather-trimmed seats.
Available steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters help keep you in control behind the wheel, while
second-row passengers have access to vent controls and optional charge-only USB ports.

Connected, informed and entertained

The Durango’s many technology features keep both you and fellow riders connected, informed and
entertained. The Uconnect® 4 system includes a 7-inch touchscreen, both Android Auto™ and Apple
CarPlay™ support, integrated UConnect Voice Command, Bluetooth® Streaming Audio and
SiriusXM®  Satellite Radio. An upgrade to the UConnect 4C NAV adds SiriusXM Guardian™
Navigation, which offers an array of features from roadside assistance to navigation and security
alerts. For more behind-the-wheel convenience, the 2018 Durango’s available memory feature can
remember settings for two drivers. In addition to the Uconnect 4 features above, passengers can also
stay entertained with an optional 9-inch dual-screen Blu-ray™ Entertainment System.

The assurance of safety

Powerful towing performance, roomy cargo space and cutting-edge technology are important, but you
and your passengers also need peace of mind. The Durango’s safety features include a standard



and your passengers also need peace of mind. The Durango’s safety features include a standard
ParkView® Rear Back Up Camera and available ParkSense® system to help you navigate in tight
situations. Optional Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop and Blind Spot Monitoring System help keep
you protected and aware while on the road. Finally, a four-wheel antilock brake system provides extra
control, while Rain Brake Support improves braking safety when roads get wet.

If you’re seeking an SUV that balances powerful performance with comfort and safety, the 2018
Dodge Durango is equipped to deliver. 

*EPA estimated mpg with 3.6L engine and eight-speed automatic transmission, RWD. Actual mileage
may vary.  
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End-of-Winter Maintenance Checks
Tips to ensure a smooth ride into the spring

Winter is over, and soon you’ll be able to roll down the windows, open the sunroof and bask in a
bright sunny day of driving. Now is the time to compile your end-of-winter to-do list and put together
your vehicle maintenance checklist. By repairing any damage your car suffered during winter and
readying it for a new season, you’ll sail through spring with far fewer automotive worries.

Battery

Cold weather doesn’t just sap your
energy levels. It also drains your
car’s battery, and it does so at an
alarming rate. Just because your
car still starts as expected every
morning doesn’t mean that it didn’t
take a beating during winter.
Because of the cold’s negative
effects, spring is the ideal time to
get your battery power level
evaluated. If necessary, it’s
imperative to invest in a new
battery as soon as possible,
because being stranded with a
dead battery is unfortunate
irrespective of the weather outside.

Writes Jon Linkov in an article in
Consumer Reports, “You can have
the battery professionally tested at
a service station, auto parts store
or repair shop. A tired battery may just need to be charged. But if it’s defective or just worn out, it’s
best to replace it before it goes completely dead.”

Tires

Ice, snow, slush, cracks and potholes — your tires have carried you through challenging winter terrain
thanklessly and reliably, which means they might be more worn down than you think. According to
CarCareNewsService.org, you need to evaluate the tread of your tires to determine how it stood up to
winter, monitor the air pressure in each tire and seek out bald spots or bulges. If you notice uneven
wear on your tires, it’s probably time for a wheel alignment, if not time for a brand new set altogether.

FMMotorParts.com recommends switching out your winter tires, if applicable, for all-season tires,
which tend to be a better fit for driving in spring. Switching to seasonally-appropriate tires ensures
better performance and efficiency for the time of year ahead.

Wiper blades

Cutting through icy showers and falling snow will dull and damage your windshield wiper blades. As
Linkov notes, wiper blades typically carry a six-month lifespan, which makes the end of winter and
start of spring the perfect time to equip your car with a new pair.

Even if your wiper blades appear to be in decent condition, Linkov writes that “streaks or missed
expanses of glass are sure signs that the blades are ready for retirement.”



Exterior 

If your car looks greyer, duller or less shiny than you remember before winter set in, bust out the water
bucket and soap for a thorough cleaning. Just make sure that any car washes include consideration for
the undercarriage. Road salt may have taken up residence in hard-to-reach nooks and crannies, and it
can cause corrosion and damage to vital components if left sitting for too long.

Fluids

Even if you’re diligent about oil changes, winter temperatures can cause oil to thicken, which Linkov
says can cause your engine work harder. He advises you to check your oil and change it along with 
your oil filter, if necessary, to protect your engine and to help it run as efficiently as possible.

While you’re under the hood, CarCareNewsService.org recommends checking coolant levels, as well
as your brake, power steering and transmission fluids. Also check if your windshield wiper solution is
at the proper level and be sure to dilute it with water if you choose to fill it yourself.

Belts and hoses

Just like winter temperatures make your skin crack, your car’s heater and radiator hoses are at risk as
well. Linkov recommends assessing any signs of wear and tear and addressing them before they
create more significant problems.

“The hoses should be firm yet pliable when you squeeze them. Scrap them if they feel brittle or overly
soft,” he writes.

With winter in the rearview, spring arriving at last and summer just over the horizon, now is the time to
evaluate your car and all its working parts. Have a professional give your vehicle a thorough
inspection and address any potential issues before they cause bigger problems.
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Exercises to Strengthen Your Brain
Ways to exercise your brain for better health

To maintain a nimble, healthy physique, you have to exercise. Whether you have a regular cardio
routine, like to take long walks, run regularly or lift weights at the gym, you know your muscles will get
stronger by doing physical exercise. But how do you strengthen the most important muscle in your
body: your brain?

Get physical

Exercising regularly will improve
not only your physical health,
strength and endurance, it will also
strengthen your mind.

“Research shows that physical
exercise enhances cognitive
function,” explains Eva Selhub,
M.D., on MindBodyGreen.com.
“One reason might be because
it increases levels of brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a
protein that improves learning,
memory and higher thinking by
stimulating growth of new neurons
and helping existing neurons stay
alive.”

Selhub notes that brain-beneficial
activities include yoga, tai chi, aerobic exercise and walking outside on balance-challenging terrain.

Think for yourself

Smartphones, computers and other devices can deliver answers in mere seconds. This means that a
lot of the work your brain used to do, like math calculations, has disappeared, according to
HuffingtonPost.com contributor Shawn Clark. In order to exercise your brain, he recommends taking
advantage of your old-school skills more in everyday tasks.

Alter your habits

You’ve probably got your morning routine down so well that you can go through the motions without
even thinking. This may be good for getting out the door on time, but it’s not good for your brain.
According to “Keep Your Brain Alive” authors Lawrence C. Katz, Ph.D., and Manning Rubin on
ReadersDigest.com, brain activity dwindles when routines become automatic.

In order to reawaken your brain, they suggest mixing up your morning habits: “Get dressed after
breakfast, walk the dog on a new route or change your TV or news station.”

Target train your brain

Cognitive training exercises such as juggling or playing board games or chess will keep your brain
nimble, according to Selhub.

“You can even do something simple like learn a new direction to drive to work, type or scroll with the
opposite hand, or combine your senses by eating while listening to music with your eyes closed,” she
writes.



Expand your horizon

To keep your brain firing on all cylinders, learn something new.

“Learn a craft, a new language or take up a new hobby,” Clark writes. “Learning to do new things will
keep your mind active and stimulate areas of your mental functioning that may have been neglected.
And keep in mind that variation is key.”

Put yourself out there

Connecting with others, making new friends and belonging to a community is good for your spirit and
can also help strengthen your brain, explain Katz and Rubin. Not being social can harm your “overall
cognitive abilities.”

Pick the right fuel

Certain foods — namely sugar — have extremely negative effects on the body and the brain. To
protect your brain’s health, Selhub strongly recommends avoiding the sweet stuff.

Katz and Rubin suggest incorporating foods that you don’t normally consume into your diet as a way
to wake up your senses.

 “There’s a direct link to the emotional center of your brain, so new odors may evoke unexpected
feelings and associations,” they explain.

By incorporating these exercises and activities into your life, you’ll help keep your cognitive abilities
sharp and your memory strong.
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Overnight Breakfast Recipes
A scrumptious way to start your morning

We all want a warm, savory breakfast in the morning, but most of us (particularly those of us who
aren’t morning people) don’t want to wake up early or exert the effort needed to prepare such a meal.
Luckily, if you plan ahead, you can prepare the dish the night before so it bakes in the slow cooker
and is ready to serve come sunrise.

Slow cooker French toast
casserole

This delightful dish from Meme of
Living Well Kitchen takes only 10
minutes to prep and can bake
overnight. Rip eight slices of bread
into chunks, then whisk them in a
bowl with six large eggs, 1 cup
milk, 1/4 cup brown sugar, 1-1/2
teaspoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract and 1/4 teaspoon
salt. Once the bread is coated, let it
soak in the refrigerator for four
hours. When you’re ready to go to
sleep, pour the mixture into a
greased slow cooker and set it to
“warm.” Eight hours later, when
you wake up, you’ll have
sumptuous French toast waiting for
you.

Slow cooker overnight breakfast casserole

If you crave a hearty breakfast, you can’t go wrong with Johnsonville®’s recipe for an overnight
breakfast casserole.

Begin by cooking two packages of maple-flavored breakfast sausage links (Johnsonville-brand
Vermont Maple, if you’re following the recipe exactly) and slice them into pieces. Combine 1 cup
chopped green onions, 1 chopped red bell pepper, a 4-ounce can of diced green chilies, and 1/4 cup
chopped cilantro in a bowl.

When you’re ready to bake, arrange the ingredients in three sets of layers in a greased slow cooker:
1/3 package shredded hash browns, 1/3 of the sausage pieces, and 1/3 of the green onion mixture.
After layering these three times in that order, cover them in a mixture of 12 eggs, 1 cup milk, and
pinches of salt and pepper. After you let the slow cooker sit on low heat for eight hours, you’ll have a
delectable breakfast to serve.

Slow cooker oatmeal

If you have a picky family or group of friends to serve at breakfast time, a warm oatmeal buffet allows
them to customize their bowls with various toppings and provides something for everyone.

Stephanie O’Dea shared this recipe on her blog, A Year of Slow Cooking. You can either use rolled
old-fashioned or steel-cut oats, and your choice of water or milk (cow, soy, almond, etc.). Depending
on how much you want to make, follow the 1:3 ratio — three parts liquid for every one part of oatmeal.



Fill the bottom of the slow cooker with 1 cup water, then place an oven-safe bowl into the bottom of
the basin. Place the oatmeal mixture inside the greased bowl. If you set the slow-cooker on “low” for
seven hours overnight, the water and heat should cook the oats by morning. Before you serve the
oatmeal, mix in 1/2 cup of cream or milk.

If you want to speed up the process, you could add extra liquid to the mixture, use steel-cut oats, and
directly cook it in the slow cooker’s basin for four hours.

Lay out a variety of toppings that people can drizzle on and mix into their bowls of oatmeal, such as
maple syrup, raisins, peanut butter, fresh-cut fruit, chocolate chips, coconut flakes or nuts.

Whatever food you prefer to eat in the morning, there’s a slow-cooker recipe out there that’s perfect
for you. After all, breakfast is the most important meal of the day.
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How to Get Your Home Buyer-Ready
Make your house feel like a potential buyer’s new home

Putting your beloved home on the market can be somewhat stressful. It’s difficult to know what
potential buyers are looking for as they search for their next home. Before you put your home up for
sale, consider these preparation tips to start the process on the right foot.

Remove clutter

While it may sound obvious, this is
a simple and important step: Pick
up around the house. The flat
surfaces in your home should be
as clear as possible. Put away little
knickknacks, kitchen appliances
that go unused and décor that
stands out. Bedroom closets tend
to gather clutter and excess
clothing; be sure you have a solid
organization system in place. The
more empty space you have in
your closet, the bigger it will look to
potential buyers.

Prepare for nosy buyers

There’s no doubt about it: Potential
buyers will open cabinets and
drawers as they peruse your home. Do they need to see what’s inside your dresser? No, but many
will look anyway. Make sure to clean not only the surface of your home, but also the inside of your
fridge, cabinets and drawers.

De-personalize

Even though they may peek into your personal belongings, buyers don’t want to feel like they’re
walking through someone else’s house. They are on the hunt for their own home, so they are trying to
imagine themselves under that same roof. Remove personal belongings such as family photos and
personalized memorabilia. Your house should feel generic, as if anyone could be living there.

Deep clean

Another obvious step: Deep clean your home. Every little nook and cranny in your home should be
free of dirt, dust and grime. You could have showings at any time, so be sure you are wiping down the
counters, mopping the floors, vacuuming the carpet and dusting on a more-than-regular basis. HGTV
recommends hiring professional window washers, too. Not only will washing your windows add that
extra touch of cleanliness to your home, but it will also allow more natural light into each room.

Update paint

It may not be necessary to repaint your entire home. However, it’s worth giving each room a
once-over to see if any areas need to be touched up. Sometimes smaller scuffs and marks can be
removed with touch-up paint or a stain-removing sponge. Check the door and window frames around
your house as well, just in case they are showing signs of wear and tear.

Lighten up



Any photographer or home stager will tell you that lighting is everything. Even with the most beautiful
home on the market, the wrong lighting can make a house feel dreary and unappealing. Be sure to
replace the burnt out light bulbs throughout your house and open all of your curtains and blinds for a
bit of natural light.

Selling your home isn’t always easy, but these are small steps you can take to make your house feel
like a potential buyer’s new home.
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Unique Ways to Commemorate Memorial Day
10 ideas for honoring the military on May 28th

Whether or not you have a friend or relative who is serving in the military, Memorial Day is a somber
holiday honoring those who put their lives on the line to protect the freedoms we enjoy every day in
America. Here are 10 thoughtful ways to pay tribute on this occasion, many of them suggested by
USMemorialDay.org.

Attend an event

Check out local Memorial Day
events in your area. From festive
parades to 5K races, this holiday
spurs many region-specific
celebrations in which you can
participate.

Give financially

This date is a great occasion to
raise funds for a military-focused
nonprofit organization of your
choice. Wingman Foundation, Air
Force Aid Society and Children of
Fallen Patriots are just a few of the
worthy groups you can contribute
to in honor of Memorial Day. For
additional charities to support,
check out this extensive list .

Corporate potluck

Gather your coworkers and organize a potluck to take place the week before Memorial Day.
Encourage people to bring in grilled hot dogs and hamburgers as well as many of the trimmings and
sides.

Write a letter

Show your appreciation for those currently serving in the military, as well as retired veterans, by
writing a letter and sending it via an organization such as Operation Gratitude. This site even has
helpful tips for crafting your letter, depending on whether you’re addressing it to a new recruit, a first
responder, a deployed troop or a veteran. 

Cemetery visitation

Research what veteran cemeteries are in your vicinity, then plan a trip to visit one of them. Bring
flowers and/or U.S. flags to place on some of the graves as an additional expression of honor.

Send a care package

This is a great idea for workplace teams as well as families. Visit the Support Our Troops® website for
recommendations of which items to include in your package, as well as which products to avoid
sending.

Random act of kindness

Former and current service members often sport their military attire on Memorial Day. If you find



Former and current service members often sport their military attire on Memorial Day. If you find
yourself in line with a service member at a restaurant or coffee shop, offer to pay for their order as a
small “thank you” for their commitment to our country.

Cubicle décor

The week before Memorial Day, consider decorating your cubicle with patriotic décor. This could be in
the form of small U.S. flags, a red checkered tablecloth or a banner of red and blue paper stars at your
desk, as depicted on Homedit.com.

Visit a local memorial

What better way to honor the day than by heading to a memorial in your area? If you’re not sure which
sites are near your place of residence, Military.com has done the work for you. Simply browse the
website  and select your state to view memorials close by.

One minute of silence

Each Memorial Day at 3 p.m., U.S. residents across the nation pause for 60 seconds to remember
and ponder the sacrifices of the military, both in the past and in the present. Even if you have to work
through the holiday, take just a moment out of your day to participate in this brief observation that
President Clinton initiated back in 2000.

While backyard barbecues are a common sight on Memorial Day, consider supplementing your
celebration this year by incorporating any of these 10 ideas into your family’s festivities.
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